Ionic SULFATION discomposer

Super Desulfation
Revitalization of lead-acid battery
by Solvated-electrons
(the latest minus ion technology)
Make difference on Global environments
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Reuse of lead-acid battery
We propose REUSE system of lead-acid
battery before Material Recycling.
Material Recycle

Lead
Plastic

Disposed batteries annual estimation
Approx. 35million to 40million batteries
Collected rate: 95％
Recycle rate: 93％
（year 2000）
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Lead-Acid battery market in JP
Same principal but there are 2 kinds (3 purpose) of Batteries:
“Start battery” for high surge current
“Deep Cycle” for Power source purpose
and Power storage purpose

Deep cycle
20%

Approx. 7.5mil units

A) Starting (engine)
1. Required high surge current
•
•
•
•

B) Deep cycle

Total domestic sales
Approx. 37.5mil batteries
In 2007

Start battery
80％
Approx. 30mil units

Cycle of Battery capacity approx 20-30%
Shallow discharge
Thinner plates design
2V x 6 cells=12V (Standard)

2. Power source (E. Vehicle)
3. Power storage (Stationary)
•
•
•
•

Cycle of Battery capacity approx 50-80%
Deep discharge
Thicker plates design
2V x 6 cells=12V or relay of 2V
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Mechanism of Lead-acid battery
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Crystallized PbSO4
adhere on Plates
called as SULFATION.

Charge state

Full charged
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PbSO4 is discomposed by receiving 2 electrons.
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Discharge state

Water
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Lead Sulphate =PbSO4
(Crystallized = SULFATION)
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Factors of Battery life
5-15%
Physically
damaged





Vibration / Shock
Heat / Cold
Over discharge / charge





Cracked plates
Corroded connectors
Damaged separators

Normal

85-95%
85-95%
SULFATION
SULFATION

SULFATION is
Crystallized PbSO4,
does not discompose
with H2O to compose H2SO
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Sulfation (Crystallized PbSO4）
When PbSO4 gets crystallized, it adheres on Plates as Resistance to block electrons,
reduces Reacting area of Plates.

Plates
Normal

Brand new

SULFATION

20 cycle discharge

… Left out for 2 month

Waste battery

What is SULFATION?…





Pure resistance ⇒ Increase internal resistance and Reduce conductive property
Reducing reacting area of Plates ⇒ Reducing conductive property
It’s originally the components of Battery ⇒ Reduce battery capacity
Will be discomposed with 2 electrons ⇒ WE have the Solution!
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Removing Sulfation methods
Methods of Physically
Sulfation off the plates
Brushing off
by hand

Pulse wave

Great deal of “Super Desulfation” is the method
to discompose SULFATION in Electrochemistry,
not physically shaking off SULFATION from the plates.
SULFATION is PbSO4, is a part of the battery
components being composed when discharged,
But CRYSTALLISED to be out of the battery cycle.

… then need to add Sulphuric-acid
For 120 years, since the invention,
the principal of Lead-acid battery
has no been changed.
Creating SULFATION is a nature.
Every one has tried to remove
SULFATION for Reusing, since…

Inject small amount of
“Super Desulfation”

Discomposing Sulfation
in Electrochemistry
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Sulfation solution methods in
the market
Method

Pulse

Other additives

Super Desulfation

Scientific proof

Yes

N/A

Yes

The

most common method removing
SULFATION off the plate.
No need to access Electrolyte.

Small

initial investments.
Does not chose place for
treatment.

initial investment
Does not chose place for treatment.
Principal is clear and simple.
Complete solution discomposing
SULFATION in Electrochemistry
cycle.
immediate results (by cycle)
Completely safe
JQA certified
Presented at Academic society

Shaking off Sulfation on Plates by
Pulse sequence, so it does not
discompose Sulfation.
Sulfation is originally a part of
Battery components, so most likely

Needs

Needs

Advantage

Disadvantage

adding Sulphuric-acid to adjust

electrolyte balance.
Only at the location of Equipment so
has to bring batteries to Equipment.
Can be a stress to Plates.

access to Electrolyte.
information.
No availability of data or
certification.
Ingredients are not clear.
Many fake items.
Taking time (2-3 month)

Small

access to Electrolyte.

Limited
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Activated solvated-electrons solution

“Super Desulfation”- the Battery Vital agent
Sulfation Discomposer
Producing Solvated-electrons
Patent No: JP2002-069476, JP3463660
Solo stand of electrons In the solvent
Tech. Designed by Dr. N. Yamano Prof.
Tokyo Univ. Graduate school
Put into practice by
Manufacture CEO Mr. Karino

Super Desulfation (Battery vital agent)


Activated solvated-electron solution
JQA No.10-90026




2008 49th Battery Electrochemical Symposium
Host: Electrochemical Society of Japan
Co-host: The Chemical Society of Japan, etc.
2005 Presentation at The Chemical Society of
Japan
Development of Environmentally-harmonize type of
Enforce battery activator




Supervised by Mr. Karino, inventor of the technology
Number of adopted cases in Japan

Developed products based on the technology

1. Anti-oxidation deep fryer oil system
2. Ionic vital solution for Lead-Acid battery
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Supply electrons from 2 sides
Surrounding SULFATION
Why SULFATION keeps growing?

At CHARGING

SULFATION blocks the electrons
from Plates. 2 electrons can not
be reached SULFATION
to be discomposed; keep growing.

Super Desulfation contains mass
of “Solvated-Electrons” supplying
electrons not only from Plate
but also from Electrolyte.
SULFATION will receive
2 electrons to be discomposed.

•
•
Principals and Points •
•
•

PbSO4 will be discomposed if receives 2 electrons in Electrochemistry, even crystallized.
Sulfation doesn't have electro conductivity and reduces Electrochemical active area of Plates.
Sulfation adheres on Surface of Plates and growing thicker by layering.
Supply electrons from Electrolyte, Surface of Plates by injecting Electrons (Solvated-electrons).
Sulphuric-acid will be composed when discomposing PbSO4 with “Water.”
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Features
 Discomposing Sulfation in Charge/Discharge cycles
 Preventing damage from Self-Discharge
 Improving the electro conductance of Battery
Application
 Battery lifetime extension (Discompose and prevent Sulfation)
 Battery revival (Discompose Sulfation)
 Activating Battery to upgrade the function
 Preventing damage from natural Self-Discharge
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Points





Needs only injecting small
amount of the solution into
Electrolyte and Battery cycle
No needs of technical knowledge
No needs of special equipments
making large investments

Objective（All types）




Deep cycle battery for power
source like Forklift and Cart.
Stationary batteries for power
storage like UPS, etc.
Starting battery
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Condition inspection points
Inspections of lead-acid battery by Professionals

★ Voltage

◎ Gravity &
Electrolyte temp.

Voltage will reduce along
with growth of Sulfation.

Gravity will drop down by
growing Sulfation.
Temperature of
Electrolyte affects Gravity.
＋1oC = －0.0007
－1oC = ＋0.0007

e.g. In Japan, commonly the
judgments of replacing auto
batteries are made only with
Voltage by experiences of the
auto mechanic.

◎ Inside
resistance
Sulfation is a resistance,
reducing electro
conductivity of Battery.
It can be checked easily
by conductance tester,
ACC tester.

△ Surface temp.
PbSO4 will become
Sulfation by crystallizing,
then being out of Battery
cycle to reduce Charge
Capacity. Battery gets
heat from Over Charge.
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Stationary
power storage battery

1.
2.




Re = Revival
LE = Life extension
ASD = Anti-Self Discharge

Maintenance company of power units like UPS, DC
power unit and Power storage, etc. (EL, Re）
Utilizing revival waste storage battery
UPS and DC power units are installed at many places
like Telecom, Factory, Intelligent building, etc., but
the stationery batteries of the units are replaced in
5-10 year cycle whether good or bad condition.
By revival treatment, the waste scheduled batteries
can be utilized for other power storage application,
like Night power storage system, Solar or Wind
power generation, in low cost.
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Re = Revival
LE = Life extension
ASD = Anti-Self Discharge

Battery markets
Deep cycle Vehicle & Cart battery






Forklift, Golf cart sales （LE, ASD）
Used sales （Re, LE, ASD）
Maintenance company （LE, Re）
Leasing & Rental （LE, ASD）
Wheel chare shop （LE）

Starting engine battery







Auto repair shop （Re, LE）
Used auto dealer （Re, ASD）
Periodical use like Agriculture （LE, ASD）
Auto leasing & Rent-A-car （LE, LE）
Logistic tracking company (Re, LE)
Industrial waste collecting agents （Re）
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appendix

CCA （Cold Cranking Ampere）
We recommend the tester based on the conductance method.
“CCA Tester” is measuring CCA, “Cold Cranking Ampere”, the discharge Ampere by the
method of pointing 7.2V after 30 seconds of discharge in -18oC.
Basically, CCA Tester measures the internal conductance of the battery.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sulfation is a resistance as non-conductance material
When... Sulfation grows on the battery plates
Then… Increase resistance in the battery to reduce the conductance
Then… Decrease CCA (approx 70% can be an ideal border for Auto)

Especially, in US and Europe, CCA is on the battery label.
For example, 75D23R = 52Ah (20 hour rate), 520 CCA (SAE = US standard)
Variety of CCA testers with different additional functions can be found like Color indicating
lights, indicating by %, printing a record slip, etc.
Differences of setting conditions of CCA method by Standard
JIS = Discharge A (current) of 7.2V after 30sec in -18C
SAE = Discharge A (current) of 7.2V after 30sec in 0F (approx -18C)
DIN = Discharge A (current) of 9.0V after 30sec in -18C
DIN-EN = Discharge A (current) of 7.5V after 10sec in -18C
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